All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec006}
============

The progression of climate change has led to a concomitant worldwide increase in the incidence of extreme heat spells. Following several particularly dramatic examples, such as the heat waves in Chicago (1995) and Western Europe (2003), many studies have been published on high temperatures and human health.\[[@pone.0118577.ref001]--[@pone.0118577.ref004]\]

It has been well documented that exposure to elevated ambient temperatures significantly increases the risk of mortality from cardiovascular problems.\[[@pone.0118577.ref005]--[@pone.0118577.ref008]\] The normal human body temperature ranges from 36.1°C to 37.8°C and is maintained by the hypothalamus in the brain. When the degree of environmental heat exceeds the regulatory capacity of the hypothalamus, the body's core temperature rises and exerts substantial stress on the organs, particularly the cardiovascular system.\[[@pone.0118577.ref006], [@pone.0118577.ref008]--[@pone.0118577.ref010]\] Most studies on the relationship between high temperature and mortality have focused on overall death and examined temperature-related cardiovascular and respiratory conditions, since these account for the majority of fatalities.\[[@pone.0118577.ref006], [@pone.0118577.ref007], [@pone.0118577.ref011]--[@pone.0118577.ref015]\] While some evidence suggests a substantial effect of high temperatures on mortality rate,\[[@pone.0118577.ref013], [@pone.0118577.ref014], [@pone.0118577.ref016]--[@pone.0118577.ref020]\] the relationship between heat and specific causes of death has not yet been examined in a metropolitan city in Asia.

In South Korea, an extreme heat watch/warning system was launched in 2007. These heat warning systems mainly concentrate on servicing the elderly, nursing homes, and childcare professionals. Present results show that heat affects a broad range of diseases and conditions, suggesting that there needs to be further development of inclusive heat-associated mortality prevention policies and programs for specific diseases.

Prior studies on temperature and health employed a variety of statistical designs and modeling, such as case-control,\[[@pone.0118577.ref001], [@pone.0118577.ref002], [@pone.0118577.ref009]\] time series,\[[@pone.0118577.ref006], [@pone.0118577.ref012], [@pone.0118577.ref021]--[@pone.0118577.ref023]\] and case-crossover\[[@pone.0118577.ref018], [@pone.0118577.ref021], [@pone.0118577.ref022], [@pone.0118577.ref024]\] methods. There has been extensive research on estimating threshold temperatures and applying relative risk (RR) derived from time series analysis.\[[@pone.0118577.ref011], [@pone.0118577.ref015], [@pone.0118577.ref023], [@pone.0118577.ref025]--[@pone.0118577.ref027]\] Of the many previous epidemiological analyses on high temperatures, few have used both relative risk and attributable death to evaluate the effect of high temperature on mortality according to disease state.\[[@pone.0118577.ref018], [@pone.0118577.ref019], [@pone.0118577.ref028]--[@pone.0118577.ref031]\]"Attributable death" refers to the number of deaths that would be averted if a given risk factor was absent. \[[@pone.0118577.ref032]\] Estimating the number of deaths attributable to high temperatures for specific diseases will enable policymakers to anticipate the health gains that can be achieved from the implementation of preventative measures. \[[@pone.0118577.ref004], [@pone.0118577.ref033], [@pone.0118577.ref034]\]

Unlike previous studies that focused intensively on identifying the RRs of highly prevalent diseases, the present study investigates not just the RRs, but a number of heat-attributable deaths that occurred in conjunction with cause-specific disease in Seoul, South Korea. Quantifying both RRs and attributable deaths will provide an understanding of the high temperature effect and the burden of mortality attributable to heat.

Methods {#sec007}
=======

Study Area {#sec008}
----------

Seoul is the largest city in South Korea, with a reported population of 9,794,304 in 2010 ([S1 Fig](#pone.0118577.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). The total land area of the South Korea is 99,720 square kilometers. The territories of Seoul are about 605.17 square kilometers. It is the same size as the city and county of San Francisco. The population density of Seoul is 17,473 person per square kilometers in 2010. It is more than 2.5 times the population density of San Francisco (6,664 person per square kilometer). \[[@pone.0118577.ref035]\] Seoul has a humid, subtropical climate and four distinct seasons. The East Asian monsoon affects the weather throughout the year,\[[@pone.0118577.ref036]\] approaching from the southeast region of the Korean Peninsula during the summer (June to August) and bringing hot and humid weather with abundant precipitation (accounting for more than 60% of annual rainfall).\[[@pone.0118577.ref036], [@pone.0118577.ref037]\] The "urban heat island effect" is particularly marked in Seoul because the main commercial and industrial sectors are located there.\[[@pone.0118577.ref038]\] Over the past century, the average annual temperature has risen by 1.7°C in South Korea, greater than the increase in global average temperatures (0.74°C).\[[@pone.0118577.ref039]\] In Korea, heat wave advisories have been issuing warnings from summer 2007. The warning is issued if the temperature is expected to remain above 35 degrees Celsius for two or more consecutive days. The Korean climate change assessment reported that consecutive days of very high temperatures are increasing in magnitude and duration.\[[@pone.0118577.ref040]\]

Mortality Data {#sec009}
--------------

This study examined the influence of temperature on mortality by disease category. The daily mortality data from 1992 to 2009 were provided by Statistics Korea\[[@pone.0118577.ref035]\] ([Table 1](#pone.0118577.t001){ref-type="table"}). Deaths were classified in accordance with International Classification of Disease, 10^th^ Revision (ICD-10) codes ([Table 1](#pone.0118577.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0118577.t001

###### The total and daily average mortality from 1992 to 2009 in Seoul.

![](pone.0118577.t001){#pone.0118577.t001g}

  Main-category Diseases                                                                                Subcategory Diseases                                                ICD-10        All-season   Warm Season[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------ --------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- -------------- ---------
  All cause                                                                                                                                                                               676,509      102.91(12.58)                                       61--174   271,633   98.67(11.86)   61--174
  External causes of morbidity and mortality and injury(Accidental causes)                                                                                                  S,T,V01-Y98   80,033       12.17(4.32)                                         1--81     35,557    12.92(4.49)    2--79
                                                                                                        Transport accidents                                                 V01-V99       22,220       3.38(2.53)                                          0--65     9,769     3.55(2.76)     0--65
  All cardiovascular                                                                                                                                                        I00-I99       169,882      25.84(6.07)                                         8--59     65,675    23.85(5.65)    8--59
                                                                                                        Ischemic heart disease                                              I20-I25       32,257       4.91(2.55)                                          0--16     12,661    4.6(2.4)       0--15
                                                                                                        Hypertensive diseases                                               I10-I15       11,413       1.74(1.41)                                          0--9      4,371     1.59(1.35)     0--9
                                                                                                        Heart failure                                                       I50           6,758        1.03(1.19)                                          0--9      2,797     1.02(1.19)     0--9
                                                                                                        Myocardial Infarction                                               I20-I23       27,288       4.15(2.28)                                          0--15     10,664    3.87(2.14)     0--12
                                                                                                        Stroke, Cerebrovascular diseases                                    I60-I69       96,947       14.74(4.53)                                         3--35     37,286    13.54(4.27)    3--35
                                                                                                        Chronic ischemic heart disease                                      I05-I09       4,871        0.74(0.92)                                          0--7      1,962     0.71(0.89)     0--6
                                                                                                        Sudden Death                                                        I46           8,678        1.32(1.63)                                          0--15     3,178     1.15(1.41)     0--11
  Respiratory System                                                                                                                                                        J00-J99       34,904       5.31(2.53)                                          0--21     13,440    4.88(2.28)     0--14
                                                                                                        Asthma                                                              J45-J46       6,748        1.03(1.05)                                          0--7      2,570     0.93(0.98)     0--6
                                                                                                        COPD                                                                J40-J44       10,566       1.61(1.3)                                           0--9      4,067     1.48(1.22)     0--7
                                                                                                        Pneumonia                                                           J09-J22       10,114       1.54(1.37)                                          0--11     3,876     1.41(1.3)      0--9
  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases                                                                                                                             E00-E99       30,685       4.67(2.35)                                          0--17     11,412    4.14(2.15)     0--15
                                                                                                        Diabetes mellitus                                                   E10-E14       28,123       4.28(2.27)                                          0--16     10,375    3.77(2.06)     0--14
  Mental and behavioral disorders                                                                                                                                           F00-F99       12,468       1.9(1.45)                                           0--8      4,744     1.72(1.4)      0--8
                                                                                                        Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders                    F00-F09       8,015        1.22(1.17)                                          0--7      3,006     1.09(1.09)     0--7
                                                                                                        Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use   F10-F19       3,504        0.53(0.73)                                          0--5      1,408     0.51(0.73)     0--5
                                                                                                        Schizophrenia                                                       F20           592          0.09(0.3)                                           0--2      203       0.07(0.27)     0--2
                                                                                                        Self-harm                                                           X60-X84       25,476       3.87(2.69)                                          0--21     11,073    4.02(2.64)     0--18
  Diseases of the digestive system                                                                                                                                          K00-K93       36,382       5.53(2.53)                                          0--17     14,688    5.33(2.47)     0--17
  Diseases of the nervous system                                                                                                                                            G00-G99       10,295       1.57(1.37)                                          0--9      3,958     1.44(1.29)     0--9
  Diseases of the genitourinary system                                                                                                                                      N00-N99       10,552       1.6(1.31)                                           0--8      4,257     1.55(1.28)     0--8
  Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders involving the immune mechanism                                                                       D50-D89       1,555        0.24(0.49)                                          0--3      673       0.24(0.5)      0--3

^a^ For warm season only (May to September)

^b^ Minimum-Maximum.

Environmental Data {#sec010}
------------------

Measurements of relative humidity, air pressure, and ambient temperature from 1992 to 2009 were obtained from the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA)\[[@pone.0118577.ref041]\]. Three-hour maximum temperature, mean relative humidity, and air pressure were measured from the representative synoptic surface observation station in Seoul ([S1 Fig](#pone.0118577.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). To control for potential confounding effects, 24-hour mean concentration of particulate matter (PM10) and 8-hour maximum concentration of ozone (O3) were obtained from the Korean National Institute of Environmental Research. Concentrations of air pollutants were measured every 15 min at 27 monitoring stations in Seoul.

Statistical Analysis {#sec011}
--------------------

Graphs that depict the relationship between temperature and mortality generally take the shape of a U, V, or J, and show an increase in mortality rate above a specific threshold temperature.\[[@pone.0118577.ref015], [@pone.0118577.ref023], [@pone.0118577.ref042], [@pone.0118577.ref043]\] The modeling approaches were adopted from well-established studies on air pollution \[[@pone.0118577.ref044], [@pone.0118577.ref045]\] and high ambient temperature.\[[@pone.0118577.ref015], [@pone.0118577.ref028], [@pone.0118577.ref043]\] An overdispersed Poisson generalized linear model (GLM) was used to analyze the relationship between mortality and daily maximum temperature from 1992 to 2009.\[[@pone.0118577.ref045], [@pone.0118577.ref046]\] PM10 (24-hour average), O3 level (daily maximum), relative humidity, day of the week, air pressure, and long-term time trends were selected as confounding variables. The threshold temperature was set at 90% of the maximum daily temperature during the study period, which was consistent with the findings from a previous study in Seoul.\[[@pone.0118577.ref011]\] [S1 Table](#pone.0118577.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the number of days over the study period that had daily maximum temperatures higher than the threshold value. The analysis was based on the measurements taken from May to September of each year.

Daily attributable fractions and RRs were estimated using the threshold temperature (29.5°C) as the reference point, and then the total number of deaths attributable to high temperatures from 1992 to 2009 in Seoul were calculated.\[[@pone.0118577.ref019], [@pone.0118577.ref028]\] The attributable fraction of each disease on days higher than the threshold temperature was computed as follows: "Attributable fraction (AF) of deaths AF = (RR − 1)/RR, \[[@pone.0118577.ref019], [@pone.0118577.ref047]\]"

The number of attributable deaths relative to the total number of deaths was also added to the result.

Sensitivity Analyses {#sec012}
--------------------

Sensitivity analyses were performed to explore the possible influences of PM10 and O3 on attributable deaths; however, this was only investigated for the 2001--2009 period (the only time period for which data were available; [S1 Table](#pone.0118577.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the RRs were compared using different lag days: single-day lag 1, lag 2, and moving average lag 0--2. The threshold temperature was also varied, being set at 93%, 95%, and 99% of the maximum daily temperature. All of these analyses were performed using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., USA) and R version 2.14 for Windows (<http://cran.r-project.org/>). All analyses were conducted in 2012--2013.

Ethics Statement {#sec013}
----------------

This study qualified for exemption by the Institutional Review Board of the Graduate School of Public Health at Seoul National University. (IRB No. 65--2013--12--05)

Results {#sec014}
=======

During the study period, 271,633 (40%) of the 676,509 deaths occurred from May to September. [Table 1](#pone.0118577.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the descriptive statistics for cause-specific mortality in Seoul, based on ICD-10 codes. The main cause of death was cardiovascular disease (CVD). [Table 2](#pone.0118577.t002){ref-type="table"} summarizes the meteorological data. The average daily maximum temperature from May to September was 26.5°C, and 16.9°C for the full year. The pattern of daily all-cause mortality and temperature shows seasonal trends. All-cause mortality has a J-shaped relationship with temperature ([S2 Fig](#pone.0118577.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). The 1994 summer was the hottest, and there was some variation in each year. However, the average temperature remained stable ([S3 Fig](#pone.0118577.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.). In 1994, temperature may have contributed to a higher number of deaths. Although there was temperature variation with regard to time and season, our statistical model controlled for the unmeasured time-varying potential confounder and showed the short-term temperature effect on mortality.

10.1371/journal.pone.0118577.t002

###### Descriptive Statistics of meteorological variables (1992--2009) and air pollutants (2001--2009).

![](pone.0118577.t002){#pone.0118577.t002g}

                                  All-season   Warm Season (May to September)                                                            
  ------------------------------- ------------ -------------------------------- ------ ------- -------- ------ -------- -------- ------- --------
  Daily Mean Temperature(°C)      6575         12.9                             10.1   -15.7   33       2754   22.5     22.8     10.8    33
  Daily Maximum Temperature(°C)   6575         16.9                             10.3   -12.9   38.3     2754   26.5     26.8     12      38.3
  Daily Minimum Temperature(°C)   6575         9.2                              10.1   -18.4   28.9     2754   19       19.4     6.4     28.9
  Daily Relative Humidity (%)     6575         62.9                             14.5   18.8    97.4     2754   69.6     70.2     21.1    97.4
  Daily Air pressure (hPA)        6575         1016.2                           8.1    983.4   1040.6   2754   1009.3   1009.2   983.4   1025.7
  Daily Maximum Ozone(ppm)        3867         33.9                             19.9   2       143.2    1652   44.8     43.3     3.2     143.2
  Daily Mean PM10(μg/m3)          3866         61.7                             32.3   10      230.2    1652   52.7     47       10      206.7

[Fig. 1](#pone.0118577.g001){ref-type="fig"} displays the relations between daily maximum temperature and mortality. Above a threshold temperature of 29.5°C, a rise in temperature of 1°C resulted in an increase in death from all causes (RR 1.03; 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.02--1.03). This included cardiovascular conditions, (RR 1.04; 95% CI, 1.03--1.04); respiratory conditions (RR 1.02; 95% CI, 1--1.04); endocrine conditions (RR 1.03; 95% CI, 1.01--1.05); neurological conditions (RR 1.07; 95% CI, 1.04--1.11); genitourinary conditions (RR 1.05; 95% CI, 1.02--1.09); mental and behavioral disorders (RR 1.04; 95% CI, 1.01--1.07); and all accidental deaths (RR 1.03; 95% CI, 1.02--1.04). Analysis of the underlying causes of death showed a greater RR among mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use (RR 1.07; 95% CI, 1.02--1.13). There was also an increased risk of death from asthma (RR 1.05, 95% CI, 1.01--1.11) and diabetes mellitus (1.03, 95% CI, 1--1.05).

![Estimated relative risk of mortality for every 1°C increase in temperature above the 29.5°C threshold from May through September, 1992--2009.](pone.0118577.g001){#pone.0118577.g001}

[Table 3](#pone.0118577.t003){ref-type="table"} shows the estimated numbers and proportions of deaths attributable to high temperature from May to September. An estimated 3,177 (1.2%) of all deaths in the warm period of the year were due to high temperatures. This includes 975 of 65,675 (1.5%) deaths from cardiovascular conditions; 135 of 11,412 deaths (1.2%) from endocrine conditions; and 480 of 35,557 deaths (1.4%) from accidental causes. The greatest proportion of heat-attributable fatalities (3.3%) occurred with mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use.

10.1371/journal.pone.0118577.t003

###### Estimated number of deaths attributable to heat and estimated relative risk of mortality for a 1°C increase in temperature above the threshold temperature (29.5°C).

![](pone.0118577.t003){#pone.0118577.t003g}

  Main-category Diseases                                                                                Subcategory Diseases                                                Relative Risk   95% CI             Attributable Death(AD)   AD/ Death of specific cause(%)[^a^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   AD/Total Death(%)[^b^](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------------------ ------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  All cause                                                                                                                                                                 **1.03**        **(1.02--1.03)**   **3,177**                **1.17%**                                                              **1.17%**
  External causes of morbidity and mortality and injury(Accidental causes)                                                                                                  **1.03**        **(1.02--1.04)**   **480**                  **1.35%**                                                              **0.18%**
                                                                                                        Transport accidents                                                 1.01            (0.99--1.04)       53                       0.54%                                                                  0.02%
  All cardiovascular                                                                                                                                                        **1.04**        **(1.03--1.04)**   **975**                  **1.48%**                                                              **0.36%**
                                                                                                        Ischemic heart disease                                              1.02            (1--1.04)          105                      0.83%                                                                  0.04%
                                                                                                        Hypertensive diseases                                               1.04            (1--1.07)          64                       1.46%                                                                  0.02%
                                                                                                        Heart failure                                                       1.01            (0.97--1.06)       13                       0.46%                                                                  0.00%
                                                                                                        Myocardial Infarction                                               1.02            (1--1.04)          93                       0.87%                                                                  0.03%
                                                                                                        Stroke, Cerebrovascular diseases                                    1.04            (1.03--1.06)       685                      1.84%                                                                  0.25%
                                                                                                        Chronic ischemic heart disease                                      1.01            (0.96--1.07)       11                       0.56%                                                                  0.00%
                                                                                                        Sudden Death                                                        1.04            (1.01--1.08)       65                       2.05%                                                                  0.02%
  Respiratory System                                                                                                                                                        **1.02**        **(1--1.04)**      **116**                  **0.86%**                                                              **0.04%**
                                                                                                        Asthma                                                              1.05            (1.01--1.1)        54                       2.10%                                                                  0.02%
                                                                                                        COPD                                                                1.01            (0.97--1.04)       12                       0.30%                                                                  0.00%
                                                                                                        Pneumonia                                                           1.03            (0.99--1.07)       45                       1.16%                                                                  0.02%
  Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases                                                                                                                             **1.03**        **(1.01--1.05)**   **135**                  **1.18%**                                                              **0.05%**
                                                                                                        Diabetes mellitus                                                   1.03            (1--1.05)          114                      1.10%                                                                  0.04%
  Mental and behavioral disorders                                                                                                                                           **1.04**        **(1.01--1.07)**   **87**                   **1.83%**                                                              **0.03%**
                                                                                                        Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders                    1.03            (0.99--1.07)       42                       1.40%                                                                  0.02%
                                                                                                        Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use   1.07            (1.02--1.13)       46                       3.27%                                                                  0.02%
                                                                                                        Schizophrenia                                                       1               (0.86--1.15)       0                        0.00%                                                                  0.00%
                                                                                                        Self-harm                                                           0.97            (0.95--0.99)       -141                     -1.27%                                                                 -0.05%
  Diseases of the digestive system                                                                                                                                          **1.01**        **(0.99--1.03)**   **83**                   **0.57%**                                                              **0.03%**
  Diseases of the nervous system                                                                                                                                            **1.07**        **(1.04--1.11)**   **121**                  **3.06%**                                                              **0.04%**
  Diseases of the genitourinary system                                                                                                                                      **1.05**        **(1.02--1.09)**   **94**                   **2.21%**                                                              **0.03%**
  Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders involving the immune mechanism   　                                                                  **1.02**        **(0.93--1.11)**   **5**                    **0.74%**                                                              **0.00%**

^a^ Attributable death / Number of death from specific causes: Proportion of attributable death to each cause of death.

^b^ Attributable death / Total number of death: Proportion of attributable deaths to total number of death.

The RR and attributable deaths were compared, revealing that most heat-sensitive conditions (those with the highest RR) tended to be relatively uncommon causes of death, and the numbers of attributable deaths were less than for the major disease groups such as CVD ([Fig. 2](#pone.0118577.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The two LOWESS (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) lines (span fraction = 1.0) of main-category and subcategory diseases were added. Both lines indicated a negative relationship between RRs and attributable deaths. Non-significant causes were excluded in this Fig.

![Relationships between relative risk and attributable deaths (log scale) for main-category and subcategory disease.\
Smoothed lines show the relationship between RRs and attributable deaths.](pone.0118577.g002){#pone.0118577.g002}

Sensitivity Analysis {#sec015}
--------------------

Several additional analyses were performed to explore the sensitivity of the estimated RR to model specification. Specifically, sensitivity to 1) the inclusion of air pollutants, 2) exposure lag, and 3) threshold temperature were examined.

In addition to the adverse health effects of high temperatures, measured air pollution variables should be considered. In this study, adjusting air pollution in the model yielded nearly the same estimates as did the non-adjusted model ([S2 Table](#pone.0118577.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consequently, the models used in this study are believed to have adequately captured the main effects of temperature on mortality.

The lag in the time series models was also changed to single lag 1, 2, and moving average lag 0--2 days, which yielded similar results ([S3 Table](#pone.0118577.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For all-cause deaths, the estimated attributable deaths of lag 1 was the largest. The lag 1 estimates for each disease showed a pattern similar to that of lag 0, but were slightly larger. Estimates for endocrine, nervous, and genitourinary system conditions were slightly larger for lag 0.

In addition, four different temperatures, which corresponded to the 90th, 93th, 95th, and 99th percentiles for daily maximum temperature during the 19 years, were compared. The number of days over the study period where the maximum temperature was higher than the threshold value is shown in [S1 Table](#pone.0118577.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. When the threshold temperature increases, the RR estimates increase ([S4 Table](#pone.0118577.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the RR increases, the corresponding days in which the temperature is higher than the threshold decreases, so the number of attributable days appears to decrease when the threshold increases.

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

Several previous epidemiological studies have reported a correlation between temperature changes and disease-related mortality. In this study, the RRs above the threshold temperature and the number of heat-attributable deaths for each type of disease from 1992 to 2009 were calculated, particularly including sub-categories of the major disease groups. Results showed that almost all diseases were associated with a greater mortality risk during periods of unusual heat. The proportion of deaths attributable to days with a maximum temperature greater than 29.5 degrees ranged from 0.83% to 3.27%.

The present investigation builds on previous work on mortality in Seoul, and may be the first study conducted in an East Asian metropolitan city that examined the effects of heat on disease-specific mortality. Several studies that were conducted in cities in Europe and the US have identified specific populations vulnerable to mortality during high ambient temperatures.\[[@pone.0118577.ref018], [@pone.0118577.ref019], [@pone.0118577.ref024], [@pone.0118577.ref048]\] The present study found that high temperature was linked with increases in mortality for most primary causes of death, including cardiovascular, respiratory, endocrine, nutritional, metabolic, neurological, genitourinary, digestive, mental, and behavioral disorders.

The observations herein are similar to those reported previously on the relationship between total mortality and ambient temperature. In this study, the results indicated that the overall mortality risk increased by 2.7% for every 1°C increase above threshold temperature. In a study conducted in Wales and 10 regions of London, total mortality risk increased by 2.1% (95% CI 1.6--2.6) for every 1°C increase in threshold temperature.\[[@pone.0118577.ref019]\] A study conducted by Chung et al. in Seoul reported a 2.7% increase (95% CI, 2.2--3.1) in daily non-accidental mortality, using a threshold temperature of 30.1--33.5°.\[[@pone.0118577.ref011]\] Note that this earlier study in Seoul used a different temperature metric (apparent temperature), included all seasons of the year, and was based on a shorter period of observation (1991--2006); however, the present results are still similar.

Also similar to previous reports, the present results show that the mortality rate from cardiovascular conditions increases with high ambient temperatures (3.5%; 95% CI, 2.6--4.5). Specific cardiovascular causes of death that are significantly affected by high temperatures include sudden death (4.4%), cerebrovascular diseases (4.3%), hypertensive diseases (3.7%), and ischemic heart disease (2.1%).

Data on the relationship between the mortality rate from respiratory conditions and high ambient temperatures have been inconsistent. Several studies reported no significant change in the number of respiratory deaths as a function of high temperature during the summer or in hot cities.\[[@pone.0118577.ref006], [@pone.0118577.ref011], [@pone.0118577.ref048], [@pone.0118577.ref049]\] The present results do show that total respiratory mortality increases when the temperature rises, but an effect of high temperature on mortality due to pneumonia and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) was not found in the present study. However, it is clear that deaths from asthma were sensitive to high temperatures.

The results of this study reveal a relatively high increase in the RR of mortality from neurological (7.4%) and mental and behavioral disorders (4.1%). This increase in mortality may occur when extremely high temperatures induce neurological dysfunction and multi-organ failure.\[[@pone.0118577.ref008], [@pone.0118577.ref009], [@pone.0118577.ref050]--[@pone.0118577.ref053]\] However, other risk factors cannot be overlooked. It is well-known that patients taking antipsychotic or psychotropic medications may be vulnerable to high temperatures, and the health effects observed in this study might be partially drug-related.\[[@pone.0118577.ref003], [@pone.0118577.ref009], [@pone.0118577.ref053]--[@pone.0118577.ref055]\] Additionally, a significant heat-associated increase in the RR of mortality from genitourinary conditions was observed (5%). Thus, the present results show that patients with a wide range of pre-existing chronic conditions may be more susceptible to high ambient temperatures.

Unlike previous studies that focused solely on identifying the RRs of highly prevalent diseases, the present study determined the RRs and attributable deaths for ICD-10 subcategory diseases. Some of these conditions, especially asthma and psychoactive-substance-use-related mental disorders, were found to be particularly heat sensitive. Furthermore, there was a negative relationship between RR and attributable death (log scale) in this study. The most heat-sensitive diseases (those with the highest RRs) were not the diseases that caused the largest numbers of deaths attributable to high temperatures.

There were several limitations of the present study. First, the maximum daily temperature (lag 0) was used in the final model. Although sensitivity analyses using different lag days (single lag 1, single lag 2, and moving average lag 0--2) were performed, the results did not substantially change ([S3 Table](#pone.0118577.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). High ambient temperatures generally had an immediate effect, but it is possible that lag patterns differ between diseases.\[[@pone.0118577.ref026], [@pone.0118577.ref056]\]

Second, threshold temperature used herein corresponded to the 90th percentile of the maximum daily temperature, which has been used previously.\[[@pone.0118577.ref011], [@pone.0118577.ref019], [@pone.0118577.ref057]\] In Japan, researchers examined the optimum temperature at which mortality is the lowest, observing that this point was 80--85% of the daily maximum temperature.\[[@pone.0118577.ref057]\] However, there are alternate methods of estimating the threshold temperature. \[[@pone.0118577.ref027], [@pone.0118577.ref058], [@pone.0118577.ref059]\] One of the most commonly used methods is grid search. It searches for the point that minimizes deviation among figures of the simulated model. Some studies compare complex models that assume a non-linear relationship between mortality and temperature.\[[@pone.0118577.ref023], [@pone.0118577.ref028]\] Depending on the method used, the observed heat effect can vary. Moreover, the threshold temperature may differ for each disease because the underlying mechanisms by which temperature influences mortality is likely vary by disease. Despite this, using the percentage distribution method has been reported as effective and having advantages compared with alternate methods and their outcomes.\[[@pone.0118577.ref028], [@pone.0118577.ref056], [@pone.0118577.ref057], [@pone.0118577.ref060]\] The sensitivity analysis results on different percentiles of the maximum daily temperature were included ([S4 Table](#pone.0118577.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There were no substantial change in the results between the 93^rd^ and 95^th^ percentiles.

Third, the effect of air pollutants for the entire study period could not be analyzed because air pollution data were not available until 2001. To estimate how the missing information on air pollutants may have affected the results another sensitivity analysis was conducted, after adjusting for this information---the results of the adjusted model and unadjusted model were robust ([S2 Table](#pone.0118577.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, air pollution did not appear to be a concern.

Finally, despite the consistency in the results, there may be some contextual variability in the effects of temperature on mortality across locations within Seoul and among different populations, levels of social development, and individual sensitivities and adaptive capacities. Due to the urban heat island effect, there is also temperature variability within a metropolitan region that is not measured in this study because temperature was recorded at only one weather station.

Conclusion {#sec017}
==========

This study estimated the RRs and attributable deaths related to high ambient temperature and included a wide variety of diseases. The present results indicate that high ambient temperature increases mortality for many conditions and that the effect varies with each disease. Some relatively uncommon conditions---that is, those with a low number of attributable deaths---appear to be highly sensitive to heat, warranting close attention by interventions that are designed to manage the risk of high temperature. In this, as in other areas of public health, policymakers must consider both vulnerable sub-groups and the predominant causes of disease burden.

Supporting Information {#sec018}
======================

###### Map of study area.

Seoul divided into 25 gu (districts) that vary greatly in area (from 10 to 27 km^2^) and population. Map color indicates population density. Smallest: 726 person/km^2^; largest: 29,104 person/km^2^.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The association between daily maximum temperature and mortality during the 18 year study period, 1992--2009 (full calendar year).

\(a\) Time-series plot of mortality from 1992 to2009. (b) Time-series plot of temperature from 1992 to 2009. (c) Daily all causes mortality in Seoul, and relationships between observed maximum temperature and daily mortality for full calendar year. The figures on the right show a "J" shape with increases in mortality at certain temperatures.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Box plot for annual average maximum temperature from 1992 to 2009.

\(a\) Full calendar year average. (b) May to September average. The 1994 and 2004 summers were the hottest, and there was some variation within each year.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Maximum Temperatures at 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, 99% and overall day counts above the temperature (1992\~2009).

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensitivity Analysis: Model comparison using PM10 and Ozone (Study Period: 2001--2009).

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensitivity Analysis: Model comparison using different lag days (Single Day lag0, Single day lag 2, and Moving average lag 0--2).

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Sensitivity analysis: Model comparison using different threshold temperature point.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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